
The Virtual Writers Group
led by Ian Clark, Thursday 2 April 2020

UPDATED WITH COMMENTS: Sunday 12 April 2020

Present: 
Adele Duffield 
Sue Thomason 
Lesley Pemberton 
Ian Clark 

Welcome to the first virtual meeting of  the Whitby Writers Group since the start of  
the Covid-19 lockdown. With our usual meeting place closed, we are forced to find some 
other way to share our works-in-progress until the time comes for us to meet again in-
person. With all the social events and businesses going into hibernation around us, who 
dares to say which of  them will re-awaken in 3 months’ time if  they don’t make the 
effort to tick over until then? 

Please send your comments on each story or poem to me, by Wednesday next. I will 
collect these and append them to the appropriate contribution. 
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Adele Duffield

Signs of Spring

Squelching footsteps plunge through an icy beck, 
wellies wade within the mulch-slime of plants,
disturbing winter’s rank, reeking mud-banks, 
bursting waters flow as a dam is wrecked. 

High on stilts, last year’s aged fern fronds wilt 
while new growth appears from late autumn’s seeds, 
but still the frost on frozen ground succeeds  
until this woodland garden is rebuilt. 
A crocus carpet bursts forth, bright yellow 
on anemone and aging snowdrop. 
Froggy egg-sacks wait for some warmth to plop 
into the ripples in Spring, more mellow. 

Joyous rustlings, out from hibernation, 
new season, new life, nature’s creation.  

  

LESLEY
Lovely poem; succinct but packed with imagery of  Winter turning to Spring. 
A couple of  comments about wording: 

In the first line the use of  “squelching” and “icy beck” conflicted with me. ‘Icy’ conveyed the image of  frozen 
water; the beck could be frozen over but then you couldn’t squelch through it (without breaking the ice). Perhaps 
‘ice-cold beck’ would be better?  

The last line could use another repetition of  the word ‘new’: “nature’s new creation” to add emphasis to 
everything being renewed. 
I like the pictures painted of  the ferns “High on stilts” and the “Froggy egg-sacks”. No mention of  tadpoles but 
I don’t think that’s required, I know that’s what is being referred to. 

VERONICA
This poem took me straight to the sounds and textures of  late winter/early spring , although in the poem 

itself, spring came a bit too soon for me - I was revelling in the icy wetness of  the banks of  the stream!  Another 
two lines, perhaps? 

I particularly liked the image of  dead ferns ‘high on stilts’. 

IAN
The authentic voice of  a country person, close to nature and perfectly familiar with it, describing exactly what 

is to be seen on a walk through the muddy damp reeking woodland of  early spring. 
No townie could have written this. Even if  they’d taken a photo at the time to jog their memory – and knew 

how to take one that wasn’t a selfie. They’d have describes the crocuses as you see them in Tesco, and they’d have 
missed the “aging snowdrop”. Now the crocuses are here, the snowdrop is indeed getting a bit tatty, since it’s the 
first up out of  the snow. But even when freshly emerged from the ground, with its pale drooping head, the 
snowdrop looks “aging” to me. A feeble old maid groaning “agh – another damn winter over… nearly.” 
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SUE
Er, has the formatting on my copy gone slightly astray? I’ve got 3 stanzas: 4 lines, 8 lines, 2 lines. The rhyme-

scheme (near-rhyme-scheme) puts them in three 4-line stanzas with a final couplet. And I have a feeling that if  
you want to present it formally as a sonnet, you just run the whole thing straight through, no matter what the 
rhyme scheme does (I could be wrong about this). And the fact that I’m wondering if  this format is really your 
intention suggests to me that, even if  it was your intention, maybe there is a better format? 

I enjoy this evocation of  the cusp of  spring, before the warmth really gets going. I’m not sure how many of  
the signs are present in the narrator’s external reality, and how many are in [her] head; things [she’s] looking 
forward to, because the poem seems set in a timeless present. 

I really enjoy the music of  the words; the sounds are lush and flowing. 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Sue Thomason

This is Chapter 1 of The Novel (for which I don't have another working title). I'm attaching this 
without further explanations, because it's Chapter 1, and that's how a reader would meet it.

1. Leslie
Flying AeroSabir is an interesting experience. The Valshi are Europeans, yes? So they’re 
mostly like us, except where they’re not. I sit sipping my wake-up thimbleful of caffe turku 
mud, watching the Grandmother push the hot-cart down the aisle. There isn’t a member of 
the cabin crew under sixty, and several of them have been using wrinkle cream (“enhance 
your lines of wisdom”), or hair-grey on their confidants, the long side-curls that escape the 
airline version of the traditional women’s headscarf to hang down in front of each ear. 
Valshi women have their kids young; children are brought up by Nani while Mami goes 
back to work. So the Valshi trust Grandmothers; if you want to coddle your Business Class 
passengers, there’s nothing like Nani to make you feel everything’s fine. 
 I can’t figure out how to shut down the flatscreen on the seat-back in front of me, so 
I watch the white-on-blue English captions as they stream across the surface of the 
Information Channel. English is Pinzeval’s third official language, after Falsh and 
Rometsch, both of which use an elegant Devanagari-type script that always reminds me 
faintly of Elvish. Information, for the Valshi, seems to consist mostly of adverts; weirdly 
explicit adverts. “Why struggle with a big tiller?” says the translated strap-line on an advert 
for penis reduction. And I think about all those Classical Greek statues of beautiful naked 
athletes with small genitalia, and about the city-state founded by a breakaway group from 
Alexander the God-King’s army that evolved into the Land of Five Valleys: Pinzeval, capital 
Skandripol. I think about Skandripol’s Communistical taste for heroic public statuary. I think 
about what it’s like to live in a city where life-size naked statues of the top fussball players 
and heightfallers face each other across the Megagria, changed as necessary at the end 
of every season. I think about the difficulty Pinzeval has in attracting international athletes 
to their home games. I think about what’s-his-name, Tomni Petel the tennis player, who 
has a lifetime statue in the Hortametsa, and the veiled women who leave bunches of 
anemones, and very explicit letters, on his plinth. Right on cue, the advert changes: there’s 
a public auction of semen straws tomorrow, Flos Pangon are the donor team, 10% of the 
proceeds to Sport for All. 
 The Grandmother’s on her way back up the aisle. Her twisted headscarf and 
starched gauze apron smell of lavender. “Madâamsir, sweetwater? Old bread?”  

“Tis-tis,” I say; thank you – one of about six things I can say in Falsh. I take a tall 
glass of sweetwater – I need it after the turku – but not the hot napkin of fragrant bread. 
“Excuse me,” I say, as she is about to move on. 

“Yessâam?” she smiles. 
 “I need a back-country travel permit.” You can pick them up at the aeroport or the 
train station, but it saves hassle to get it done on the plane. 
 “Okay; I bring. You to where?” 
 “To the Ornaliy basin.” 
 “Ah okay; happy pilgrimage! You before here?” 
 “Yessâam; Candival for the flower festival, and Brouz, on a wine-tasting trip.” I fall 
easily into the verbless rhythms of Vanglish – the Valshi put all their languages through the 
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Indo-European mangle, possibly in a deliberate attempt to attract quaint-seeking tourists, 
possibly for inscrutable reasons of their own, and it’s catching. 
 “Ah, pretty pretty. Nephew in Brouz, me. I to you permit before we ground. Forty 
minutes.” And she leaves, pushing the cart with a genteel shuffle, even though in-flight 
safety regulations prohibit the embroidered backless slippers that go with her formal 
costume. She’s barefoot, like most of the locals. I wear sandals, suitable footwear for a 
Sympathetic Foreigner.  
 A few minutes later, she’s back with the permit, and the README leaflet for 
upcountry travellers. I glance through it to see if anything’s changed: 

PROHIBITED OUTSIDE SKANDRIPOL 
• All buying and selling of meat and meat products, also all products containing 

blood.  
• All artificial perfumes and scented products including all deodorants and 

antiperspirants. Please smell natural. 
• Outside our City, women visitors of childbearing age are requested with extreme 

politeness not to menstruate. Several choices of menstruation suppress (pill, 
injection, natural herb, crystal) are available free from aeroport security; please do 
not hesitate to ask. 

• All times modest dress please. Do not abuse our Mother Earth with spike heel 
shoes. Do not conceal weapons. Men of fighting age: no baggy concealing 
clothing or beards. Old men may beard. Women: may conceal but NOT face and 
hands. Do not conceal babies and children (except nappies). 

• Do not abuse our Mother Night with harsh lights. Permitted moderate head or 
hand torch; please use with courtesy and respect. 

• In places with shrine to our Mother Water, please do not piss or shit in the fount. 
THIS IS NOT A TOILET. Thank you. 

• Polite and respect at all times wins great friendship. We thank you for visiting our 
beautiful country and enjoy your stay. 

Nothing new there. I scribble a signature on the form, fold the tray-table up over the 
flatscreen (still on), and ensure my seat back is in the upright position.  
 I hate the approach to Skandripol Aeroport; first the turbulence over Incandi, then 
the slalom around the old volcanic plugs of the Ornadou, before finally lining up for the 
runway. So I don’t look out of the window, no matter what my ears are telling me I need to 
know, until I’m sure we’re on the glide path. Instead I tell myself how much I’m looking 
forward to seeing Ktln again. She was Ketlin when we were students together, but religious 
names were de-vowelled by Ptrcls II, an eighteenth-century priest and philologist who 
famously declared he would rather be remembered for spelling reform than for having 
been First Consort. The polite pronunciation inserts a “null vowel” sound, so “Kutlun”, 
“Putruclus”. Kut is a Wind Sister and I’m an associate of her order, which means I’m 
supposed not to shave (armpits, legs, even my chin; that’s got easier since John died) and 
instead of a cross or a Star of David I wear a sword charm on a fine chain round my neck. 
There’s a little poem I’m supposed to recite every night, but I don’t have to believe in 
anything, which suits me fine, because I’m really doing this to remember Kut. 
 I haven’t seen her face-to-face for, it must be nearly twenty years. What we mostly 
did in college was argue until two in the morning, about, you know, everything. Kut was the 
reason I fell asleep in the lecture on Herman Hesse, in the term I was utterly fascinated by 
Herman Hesse, which I think is excusable when you’re eighteen. Then she went home to 
ordain – oh, the arguments we had about that, starting with her religion (“It’s not a 
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religion!”), and finishing with her becoming a nun (“It’s my choice, and it stops me from 
nothing apart from having children and wearing high-heeled shoes, neither of which I was 
going to do anyway, thank you!”) – and I got married. Fifteen happy years. And then John 
dropped dead of a heart attack. And then. Well. On the first anniversary of his death, I 
realised I didn’t want to spend the rest of my life waiting for the anniversary of his death to 
come round again and again. So I started doing things, finding other anniversaries to 
celebrate. John brought me to Val; it was the first time I’d been abroad. He would have 
wanted me to come. He would be pleased that I’m trying something new. This is the first 
time I’ve been on holiday on my own. It’s exciting. 
  And I’ve managed to distract myself successfully; I look out of the plane window 
and we’re only a thousand feet up. We’re crossing the train track. Here comes the runway. 
Fists unclench, heartbeat slows; we’re coming in for a routine landing, I’m safe, it’s all 
going to be fine. 
 On the ground, I retrieve my rucksack from the baggage carousel. I ignore the 
Fairtrade tobacco, coca and opium on sale in the duty-free, and sign the declaration to say 
I’m not bringing in any plastic bags or bottles other than for personal use, and I promise to 
take all my empties home with me. I walk through Customs and get sniffed by the wolves. 
A muzzle in your crotch isn’t necessarily pleasant, but much nicer than the alternative, 
which is bears. On the Brouz trip, there must have been a security scare; they sent the 
whole damn planeload of us through the bears. I was terrified. Bears are big, and unlike 
wolves, bears kill people. Not at the Aeroport, though, as far as I know. And at least my 
luggage didn’t get ripped apart. 
 On the entrance concourse, I head for the small potbellied man wearing a single 
belt-knife over a skintight electric blue one-piece, holding up a VISITOR TAXI sign. As I 
approach, he says “Amba you are visitor I must show yellow stain on my licence and 
declare you are not obliged to accept my services.” 
 “What offense?” I ask. 
 “Driving While Angry,” he says, shamefaced. 
 “You’re not angry now.”  
 “Nemâam.” He smiles. “I accept voluntary training.” 
 “Then I accept your services, tis-tis.” 
 “Yessâam.” He smiles, gives me a courteous quarter-bow, and heads for the car. 
“So, you to our nice country before?” he asks over his shoulder. 
 “Yessir.” 
 “You for the Dive-off tomorrow?” 
 I’d forgotten the heightfalling finals. It’s a minority sport that gets pretty much zero 
media coverage outside Val. Basically, it’s jumping into a sandpit from a platform. The 
platform is moveable, raised every round to increasingly improbable heights.   
 “Nessir, pilgrim. Leaving Skandripol today.” I show him my travel permit. 
 “Good; you miss the crowds. So, station temple?” He thumps a fist on the car-lid. It 
pops open, and he stands back to let me throw my rucksack in. I always feel weird, putting 
my bags where the engine should be. “Which valley train?” 
 “Uh, I need the train to Valoral.” 
 “Long time train; three hours. You like some food first? Some sex?” 
 Pinzeval is idyllic in many ways, but although it gets promoted as a kind of Pagan-
Fundamentalist version of Albania, Utopia it’s not. Val’s resources basically boil down to 
scenery, so the major foreign-income generator is tourism, including sex tourism. “Nessir, 
tis-tis. It’s a fine day, I’ll go to Hortametsa. It’s an easy walk to the station from there.” 
 “Yessâam; there we go.”  
 Electric taxis don’t make engine noise, so in order not to sneak up on people from 
behind, they play short, repetitive jingly tunes, like ice-cream van ringtones. By consensus 
and decree, they all use the same key (D major with a flattened seventh note), so although 
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there are slight Doppler distortions as the taxis come and go, in general the city is in 
harmony with itself; a giant Minimalist soundscape that many people find restful, and a few 
utterly infuriating. 
 In my opinion, the Hortametsa is the most beautiful public garden in Europe. It’s the 
green heart of Skandripol; in summer everyone goes for pastries at the Orangery, takes 
the children to feed the swans, or goes swimming up or down one of the graded 
watercourses. In the winter, they luxuriate in the hot springs. The long-grass meadows are 
full of flowers, the garden of physic is full of weird-looking poisonous flowers, the Night 
Garden is wonderful by moonlight. Then there’s the oldest sweet chestnut tree in Europe, 
the fountain, the Aeolion, the black squirrels who frisk your pockets for nuts. The only thing 
that’s not to like, for me at least, are the bears. I mean, I’ve never seen a bear in the park, 
but they’re there. The Valshi say bears never attack without reason, and that far more 
people are killed by dogs than bears, which is why they don’t have dogs... but even so; 
bears.  
 In the Orangery, I buy a spiced galsha (it’s a morning drink, but it’s popular with 
foreigners, so the tourist places sell it all day), help myself to a selection from the display 
of bite-size pastries (free, because they’re adverts for the bigger versions), and settle 
down at a little round table for an hour’s people-watching, which for most tourists boils 
down to boggling at Men in Lycra. The traditional summer costume for men was a close-
fitting shirt and breeches, so I can see how modern stretchy fabrics are a logical extension 
of that. If you ask the Valshi, they just say “Colours pretty pretty”, and smile. All the tourist 
brochures have at least one more-or-less tasteful photo of a Greek God in skintights 
playing the double-pipe in a mountain meadow, or leaning against an ornately-painted 
cast-iron lamppost on the Orgâat, Skandripol’s high-class shopping street. What the 
brochures don’t tell you is that those lampposts are the only lampposts in the whole of 
Pinzeval, and that all the men in Skandripol wear skintights in summer – including the old, 
the beer-drinkers, the unfit, the underweight, the overweight... all human life is there, and 
it’s wearing fluorescent green and orange and purple, often all at the same time. The 
Hortamensa ends up looking like a retirement park for barefoot superheroes, minus the 
masks and cloaks. They’re used to us staring. They don’t mind.  
 “Chair free?” an elderly woman asks, holding the back of the other chair at my table. 
 “Yessâam; honoured.” She’s wearing the old Nani costume; headscarf and skirts, 
she probably thinks I’ll pay to take her photo. Trying to get money from tourists is a 
favourite summer pastime, but they will take no for an answer. I do my best approximation 
of a seated quarter-bow. They know we’re going to get the courtesies wrong, but I think it’s 
only polite to try. 
 “Tis-tis.” She smiles, showing bad teeth, then avalanches into the chair. “You before 
here?” 
 “Yessâam, twice before.” 
 “You like our pretty country, good. I like our pretty country. Here for the games?” 
 “Nemâam; I’m a pilgrim.” 
 “Which tour?” 
 “Valoral.” 
 “Ornaliy basin? Amba careful you. Weather is being difficult this year.” 
 “Well, it’s a guided trip, I’m sure I’ll be safe. The Sister leading the group is an old 
friend of mine.” 
 “Ah, that is nice.” The Nani looks at me, then leans forward. “Betokened you? Show 
me please.” Her breath smells of aniseed. 
 “Of course.” I pull my little sword charm out from the neck of my T-shirt, and the 
Nani picks it from my hand, not quite snatching, and stares at it. 
 “Who gave this?” 
 “Kutlun of Valoral Water House; she’s the Sister I’m visiting.” 
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 “You hold little vows?” 
 “Well, kind-of.” 
 “You took little vows from Kutlun?” 
 “Well, we couldn’t meet up face-to-face to do the ritual, so we did it through letters. 
She said it was valid, though.” 
 “And you still exchange letters with her?” 
 “Yessâam. No email at the convent, the Water House I mean.” I am very carefully 
not noticing the sudden improvement in her English, because I think I know what’s going 
on here, and it’s polite not to notice. 
 “Regularly? Frequently?”  
 “Once or twice a month.” 
 “Very good.” She sighs, and lets my charm drop. “Wear this outside your clothing, 
please.” 
 “Yessâam. I forgot. Sorry.” I grin, and wriggle my shoulders in apology. 
 She smiles again. “You take care of your periods?” 
 “Yessâam; I have an implant. No bleeding for six months.” 
 “Certain?” 
 “Certain.” 
 “Good. No trouble, you. Bon di, dotir.” 
 “Bon di, casta-nan.” 
 She gives me a tiny head-dip – Nanis don’t bow, they’re too important, too old – and 
begins the effortful process of getting out of her chair. Polite form in Val is to assume 
people are competent, and not to offer help unless you’re asked. And people do ask, in 
which case it’s a social obligation to help; you can end up wasting a lot of time doing 
favours for strangers if you go out in Skandripol without a guide. But I wouldn’t dare touch 
one of the Cast without being asked. The Cast are Skandripol’s secret police, except that 
they’re not secret, and not police. As I understand it, they’re priestesses-without-portfolio, 
charged with maintaining the orthopraxis and keeping foreigners out of trouble. Skandripol 
is a tolerant place; you can get away with most things: drinking water from a plastic bottle 
in public, walking straight through the middle of a ceremony (some of them aren’t at all 
obvious to ignorant tourists, like the thing they do in the gardens that looks very very slow 
Tai Chi), whatever. Outside the City, visitor lodges are staffed by well-trained graduates 
who have all spent a year or two abroad. Tourist income is important to the Valshi; most 
visitors have a great time. But we are kept – not exactly segregated, but safe – so that we 
don’t disturb the locals’ lives. Or, I have thought once or twice, so that they don’t disturb 
ours. 
 I finish my galsha (it’s made from goats’ milk and a yeast culture; a semi-sweet 
drink the consistency of single cream and very faintly fizzy. In tourist places it’s served 
warm, with a scattering of flower petals on top, alongside a spice tray with four or five 
different little glass pots in silvered latticework holders, and a tiny silver spoon). Nobody 
else comes to my table. Nobody else glances my way. What I love about being here in Val 
is that everything is unfamiliar, delightfully fresh and new; I notice everything, things I 
wouldn’t think about at home that are normal here, but subtly or blatantly different to all the 
stuff I overlook in my own daily life. Fruit trees lining the city streets; collared doves instead 
of street pigeons; step-streets and grasswalks. And I feel safe here. There’s very little 
crime. Violence to tourists is unheard-of; tourists are honoured guests, we’re friends. We’re 
valued, treated with courtesy, taken care of. I love that. 
 Time to head for my train. It’s hot. The light on the creamy-white stone of the 
buildings makes me squint. The streets aren’t busy. A few people loiter under shop 
awnings, or sit on the steps of the Lynx Temple fountain, in the shade of a noble plane tree 
that towers above the apricots and cherries of the streets. I’m sweaty – no antiperspirant, 
of course. I go into a paper shop and buy a cheap fan, painted with a swirl of rather 
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Japanese-looking fish. I fumble with my handful of heavy, thick-rimmed coins: thals, demi-
thals, pindri – the tourist shops all take euros, of course, but I like the Valshi coins, with 
their quaint designs of owls and wrens. I take a shortcut down a step-street. A skinny cat 
lying on a doorstep yawns at me.  
 The station looks like a big, important city museum with an impressive frontage; 
wide, white steps, fluted columns holding up a pediment. It’s cooler inside; an echoing, 
marble-floored space. No ticket office, just the altars at the end of every track. Most of the 
people on the benches round the walls are tourists; sandal-wearers, luggage piled at their 
feet. I wonder if there’s anyone here from my trip? Quite likely; outside Skandripol, there 
aren’t that many places for tourists to go. Look at that guy; I bet he’s a pilgrim. Flip-flops, 
hairy legs, shorts, dull green T-shirt, wearing sunglasses indoors. And a crystal on a thong 
round his neck; oh dear. That old woman; I bet she’s been visiting family, her children in 
the city with bright new lives of their own. Those two young women with a half-grown wolf 
cub look fun, but they won’t be pilgrims... here comes the train, its programmed deebly-
dooble-doo, deebly-dooble dah replaced by the Valshi national anthem as it approaches 
the station. People get to their feet, shuffle towards the left-hand altar in a courteous not-
quite-queue. Most people leave a flower, or a finger-bundle of aromatic twigs: juniper, 
rosemary, sage. I toss my fan on the offering-pile; it’s made of paper and split bamboo, 
perfectly burnable. The train doors swoosh open. Another few hours, and I’ll be there. 

LESLEY
Apologies but I was a little confused with this. You say it’s the first chapter and you are not offering any 

further explanations because that’s how a reader would approach it. Usually a published novel would have some 
‘blurb’ to indicate the general outline, without giving away the entire plot/story.  

Who is ‘Leslie’? I take it to be the narrator but it is not explicit in the text. If  Leslie is the narrator maybe you 
could include the name where she signs the document on the plane? 
I’m assuming that it is drawing on aspects of  actual places/cultures (Eastern Europe?) but set in a different 
(fantasy) world.  

I would have liked a little more info on the ‘Pilgrimage’ – just a hint about where and why to draw me on to 
read further. 
Are you going to develop it from different characters’ point of  view? I just wondered as you titled this chapter 
‘Leslie’ so, e.g., will another chapter/part of  the story be in Ketlin’s voice?  

Not wishing to leave only these queries and comments - I’m hoping it’s constructive criticism - there is much 
powerful imagery of  the lifestyle, customs, culture, etc., of  the places and people of  the city and country. Some 
touches of  humour too, like the men in their multicoloured Lycra. 

VERONICA
This genre is quite alien to me, so I had to work hard to get my bearings and re-read the first paragraphs a 

couple of  times before going on.   Not having travelled westwards beyond the old Yugoslavia, I struggled to 
relate to an imaginary culture that was still recognisable.  I remember what you said, though, about changing one 
thing in setting a new fantasy scenario.  I appreciate the imaginative amalgam of  language and love the concept 
of  Nanis. The story invited me in and engaged my curiosity.  By the way, I thought Leslie was the male spelling, 
or has that changed these days?! 

ADELE
I like a good dystopian novel but for me I was trying to work too much out as I was reading so I wondered if  

we needed a little more info about where and when this is set. The amount of  names or places or terms with 
different words was almost too much for me to keep with it, because it was a strange world and yet at times an 
absolutely contemporary human experience.  In a way this jarred with me slightly because it made me query 
whether the author was aware that they had used a human experience/feeling for what might not be human at 
all. If  it is however earth in the year whatever, then we are expecting human traits but with either heightened or 
reduced current feelings/interpretation of  events. If  it is alien, then for me, it is just too human. This is why I 
feel I need to know when/where sooner. 
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That said, some funny images come through, and your voice comes through in the reading. It’s got the 
making of  being a great story.  I just don’t think we need to be shocked by too much overtly weird behaviour to 
be convinced we’re somewhere different. Interested to see where it’s going. 

Thanks Sue. 

IAN
This reminds me of  two books by Jan Morris: Hav, and Last Letters from Hav – a mythical city-state 

somewhere in the eastern Mediterranean, with heavy colonial and Ottoman influences oppressing a world going 
back 2-4 millennia, a train-crash between the superstitions of  eastern Christianity and dervish intransigence. Plus 
wild bears thrown in for good measure. Read Ursula le Guin’s review of  it: 

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2006/jun/03/travel.travelbooks 
By contrast Pinzeval seems impossibly libertarian for anywhere in the old Ottoman Empire – more like Israel 

than Greece. In the former, men can walk around in short shorts and tee-shirts (except in certain quarters of  
Old Jerusalem where you’ll get yourself  stoned) but everywhere in Greece shirts have to button down to the 
wrist, and trousers have to be Oxford Bags – budgie-smugglers are OUT! Otherwise the only real way to tell 
you’re in one country rather than its neighbour is that Coca Cola is spelled using a different alphabet. 
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Lesley Pemberton
A further instalment of TIME SHIFT (working title) 

I have jumped forward from the the beginning of the story that I read out last time. For anyone who didn’t hear it, the 
story - hopefully to become a novel - is about a young woman, Gwen, who finds herself transported from the present day 
to the time of (the mythical?) King Arthur. I have chosen not to set it in medieval times but further back, around the 5th 
century, which is what some historians believe the legends date back to. 

Not that I have written any ‘in between’ but felt the inspiration to write this.

Excalibur 
‘Tell me about Excalibur, my Lord. The Sword is said to have special powers, is it 

not?’  
Gwen was eager to find out if  the legends abounding in her future lifetime were true. 

She and King Arthur were sitting on a grassy mound, bathed in the afternoon sunshine. 
They had spent much time together since the night of  the feast and, although still aware 
of  the future from which she had come, Gwen knew that in this different era she had to 
live its reality.  

‘My lovely Gwen, I will tell you the story but I suspect you already know some of  it.’ 
Arthur’s eyes sparkled as he part-teased her. ‘This is what happened and what will 
happen with Excalibur…’ 

He proceeded to recount how the Sword came into his possession. 
 

‘Many seasons ago, when my father Uther Pendragon died, the tribes that were united 
under him could not decide immediately on their next King. I was staying with my 
cousin, Sir Cai, to the south of  here. 
One day I went out riding with him and a few other men. They started to talk about The 
Sword in the Stone, which I had heard of  from Merlin. The Sword was known as 
Excalibur from words meaning “hard rock”. 
Cai said he knew where it was but no-one had yet been able to retrieve it. The Sword 
was said to be lodged firmly in the cleft of  a rock and only one person would be able to 
draw it out. That person would be considered to be the most powerful in the land, 
worthy to be king of  his people. 
We headed for the moorland, along narrow tracks through thick shrubs. I think that only 
sheep and goats normally used these paths and we had to go in single file towards the 
top. Shrubs gave way to barren rocky outcrops and Cai led us to an area where 
something was glinting in the sunlight. We drew near and dismounted our horses, 
marvelling at the Sword hilt that protruded from one of  the rocks. 
Cai and the others started to challenge each other and me to try and pull the Sword from 
its stony scabbard. I hung back, still not quite believing that this was indeed Excalibur. 
They had attempted to withdraw the Sword before, in younger days, but now thought 
they were stronger and one of  them might be successful. 
Tugging and pulling, grunting and cursing, each had a go but with no results except to 
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fall backwards in an undignified manner or end up with strained arms and shoulders. A 
few of  them resorted to a kind of  tug-of-war, one grasping the hilt of  Excalibur and 
others linked at their waists trying to add more strength to extract the Sword. It made 
me laugh and I thought that the Sword was somehow fused into the rock and could 
never be removed. 
Hearing my laughter, Cai suddenly realised I hadn’t had a try and he and the others urged 
me on. If  I found it so amusing, Cai said, I should at least see why it was impossible. I 
shrugged my shoulders and walked towards Excalibur. Grasping the hilt with both hands 
I didn’t have to make much effort. As soon as I started to pull, the Sword slipped out of  
the crevice like a greased pole.  

The others gasped in amazement, wordless at first. Then Cai said that they were all 
witness and I must be declared to be the King of  our tribes.’ 

Gwen was enthralled at this narrative but she interjected. ‘What of  its powers then? 
What will happen to Excalibur when you are no longer here? Forgive me, I hope you will 
be here for a long time to come.’  

‘So do I, Gwen,’ Arthur assured her. ‘Especially if  you are by my side.’ 
Gwen blushed but Arthur did not comment on the flush of  her face and neck. He 
continued his account about Excalibur. 
‘Merlin, as you know, is well acquainted with the Magyk Arts and knows many things 
that most mortals don’t. He had told me about the Sword in the Stone when I was a 
young boy. I took it to be just a story to keep me entertained, until I grew older and 
discovered that many people believed it. 
Whoever possesses the Sword will be a great and powerful leader. Excalibur has 
properties to bring victory in battles, to heal its owner if  he is injured, even – some say – 
to restore life. I have seen and felt its power apart from, so far, the last thing I 
mentioned. 
Merlin said that restoration of  life is not possible. There comes a time when mortals 
have to leave the life they know now. When I die, Excalibur must be given back to its 
creator, the Lady of  the Lake. In our tribes, as I believe happens in other parts of  
Britton, when a leader or Chief  dies his weapons and other valuables are cast into water 
to symbolise his passing. That is the fate of  Excalibur. A beautiful lady will rise from the 
lake around the island of  Avalon to catch the Sword and take it deep into the water 
where no-one will be able to find it. She will rise again with Excalibur to present it to the 
one who next deserves it.’ 
Arthur stopped talking and looked wistful, perhaps not wishing to contemplate his own 
death. Gwen took his hand. ‘Arthur, I think there is no-one more deserving than you to 
be protected by and to protect Excalibur.’ 
She was beginning to feel that her future life, as she remembered it, was becoming 
intrusive. It was weird that she could have knowledge of  that life yet now she was 
definitely living in another time and place. If  ever she returned to the future, she hoped 
with all fervour that she would keep memories of  what was here and now. 
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VERONICA
I like this - very accessible to all ages.  A succinct but not artificial account of  the basic legend to enlighten or 

remind the reader.  You pinpoint the difference between a ‘historical’ setting and a story using time travel, where 
there is a self-consciousness arising from being in a situation but not of  it. 

ADELE
The telling is done very well, and recollections of  my childhood reading took me straight back to the original. 

Well covered since, in movies, I am looking for something new, so hope that the twists will come. Gwen still 
seems a little too easy with it all for me and, in this reading, I almost forgot that it was a modern woman who 
had stepped into a different era. In this way, it felt a little too much just like a retelling of  an old tale. Maybe to 
grip me along the way, it either needs to retain a parallel universe feel, or have a difference that hooks me to 
expect something new on the way. You write really well though and it always flows naturally so you have made it 
an easy read and I wondered if  you are aiming this at a young teen audience and intend to present it in the way 
other contemporary authors have, i.e., Angela Carter. In this way a strand of  feminism comes through so the 
poor maiden doesn’t just get her man and he doesn’t just get his prize whether she likes it or not!  It might be a 
fun challenge if  so. Thank you Lesley, looking forward to more. 

SUE
Of  course in an Arthurian story you have to deal with “the sword in the stone” at some point, so this is a 

good short scene to have got down on paper, and you can work out from it – in both directions. I think the 
Arthurian matter is fine – but I am increasingly bothered by Gwen’s awareness of  her “future life”. We are told 
that “She was beginning to feel that her future life, as she remembered it, was becoming intrusive” so she 
obviously has vivid “memories” of  that life, and they bother her – but we the readers know absolutely nothing 
about that life. We first meet Gwen at the point when she is catapulted into Arthur’s reality, from present-day 
Tintagel, and we are told nothing about her backstory. Does she have parents, children, a partner, a job? What 
will happen when she doesn’t turn up for work, or misses paying her rent, in “our time”? I think you, the author, 
need to know, or work out: is she ever going to return from “Arthur’s time” to “our time”? Or is she gone for 
good? Is it possible for her to suddenly disappear without trace from “our time”, as if  she had never existed? 
Will she, at the end of  her Arthurian adventure, return to “our time” to find that no time at all has passed in 
“our world” while she was away? Will she have aged? Will she retain her Arthurian memories? 

OR, if  you don’t want your readers to be constantly worrying about Gwen’s relationship with “our world”, 
then Gwen herself  needs to stop worrying about it. There are plenty of  timeslip fantasies in which the narrator 
enters a different world, and is then plunged into such attention-grabbing adventures that nobody ever thinks to 
stop and ask “what’s going on back home?” And I am only bothered about what’s going on back home for 
Gwen because SHE keeps thinking about her “future life”. 

Maybe you already have plans for Gwen’s “future memories” and they are plot-important... in which case 
please write some more so that I can read on and be satisfied about what’s going on! 

IAN
Well – this has got me going on Arthurian myth and magic once again, so thank you Lesley for that. Very 

readable, and so far quite convincing. I won’t repeat what others have said about Gwen’s attitude to her life in the 
world she’s left behind. IMO that can all be deferred and patched-up whenever you have the time for it. Or 
simply ignored – after the first day in her new life, during which she basically gets acclimatised to wearing the 
clothes and learning the servants’ names, she gets into the part and stays there, until she’s propelled (just in time!) 
back to the future. Think Alice in Wonderland. 

Just one thing to say at this stage, which needs to be decided upfront or else you’ll have major faultlines to 
paper over. Is this story Young Adult, or Adult Adult? I ask because (a) it will govern how long Gwen remains in 
the Arthurian world – and her manner of  leaving it – and (b) how Gwen comes to terms with what’s going to 
happen to her. Which could be very painful and embarrassing for a well-brought-up girl. 

An Arthurian story has a basic script to stick to (mostly the characters that come to the fore, and their broad 
duties vis-a-vis the plot). Apart from that you can make just about any character well-meaning or malicious. In 
Mists of  Avalon by Marion Zimmer Bradley, Morgan-le-Fay is a goodie – indeed the heroine.  But in all versions 
of  the story in which Guinevere isn’t merely a floozie to be kidnapped and rescued, she is a dark and complex 
character. Either way, that’s not good stuff  for a YA story, unless you’re Roald Dahl. If  she gets serious with 
either Mordred or Lancelot then it gets very dark indeed. Your young audience will stop identifying with her and 
her romantic adventures and will want out of  it. 
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Ian Clark

The first half of this story was read aloud at the last face-to-face meeting we had. Only the second half was due at this 
meeting. But I felt it better to present the whole story below.

A Beer Too Many

Apart from the units of account being loaves of bread and jugs of beer, a papyrus from the thirteenth pharaonic dynasty 
(c. 1600 BCE) is surprisingly consistent with present-day accounting practice. There is, however, a remarkable error in 
the beer column: the figures don’t add up but the columns are balanced as if they did. That’s not unknown in present-day 
accounting practice either.

‘What have you brought that home for? Haven’t we got enough of  it in the house 
already?’ 

‘Don’t be deceived by appearances, Tabubu, my love. What is standing before your 
eyes is our ruin.’ 

The porter had deposited a coarse brown jug on their beautiful rush mat, a tessellated 
Joseph’s coat of  greens and blues. He bowed and silently withdrew. Scribe Nebanax 
threw himself  into his carved ebony chair as if  he had himself  been dumped from the 
back of  the porter’s invisible twin. 

His wife regarded him with indifference. Every evening he drooped home like a spent 
ass laden with the cares of  the world. He never listened to her day. He was forever 
wrapped up in himself  and his own miseries. 

‘I don’t call a jug of  beer ruin,’ she said brightly. ‘Let me send for Inni to broach it for 
you and bring you a drinking reed.’ 

‘N-no, not that one!’ He struggled forward feebly with his arm outstretched towards 
the jug, then flopped back with a sigh. ‘I don’t want a beer. I don’t feel I could manage 
one. I must think… think!’ He clawed at his face. 

Tabubu suddenly felt a pang of  concern. Rising from her cushions, she snatched up a 
lotus from the bowl and stroked his forehead whilst holding the flower to his nostrils. 

‘What is the matter, my brother, my love? Relax in my shadow. Rinse out your heart.’ 
Nebanax stretched as if  in agony. ‘Tomorrow I shall come home with stripes on my 

back. If  I come home at all and don’t find myself  on a one-way trip to the Paths of  
Horus. And all because of  this jug of  beer.’ 

‘The Paths of  Horus? Is it really as bad as that?’ She chuckled. ‘I can’t see you lasting 
very long in Fortress Zero.’ 

‘Go on, laugh at me. Shrivel my ka with your mirth. How you’ll laugh when you go 
down to the riverbank as a poor washerwoman. How our children will laugh as they beg 
in the streets.’ 

‘My Dear Heart! What can have befallen you? Tell me all.’ 
With eyes closed Nebanax lolled his head from side to side beneath his wife’s caresses. 

‘Sobexiri…’ he began. 
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Her hands dropped to her side. ‘I might have known,’ she said. ‘What has he done 
now?’ 

She didn’t wait for him to answer. Something made her realise the seriousness of  what 
had happened. Turning, she clapped for her handmaid, who came scurrying in from the 
boudoir. Together they lifted Nebanax’s feet onto the footstool and took off  his gilded 
straw sandals. The maid fetched a decanter of  wine, from which Tabubu poured a dash 
into her husband’s cup. 

‘Oh cunning Thoth, who taught mankind to read,’ he muttered, ‘Give me the 
understanding to read aright what I see.’ 

As if  the effort was more than he could manage he swirled the cup three times 
widdershins and then cast the gobbet of  wine into the brazier. Up it went – poosh! – in 
a cloud of  spirity steam. Both he and his wife huddled over the cup, peering at the flecks 
of  sediment, then Nebanax slumped back with a groan. 

Without a word Tabubu refilled the cup from the flask, this time pouring the wine 
through a strainer. As he drank it, she said ‘You know your trouble? You’re too soft-
hearted. You should have got rid of  that rascal long ago.’ 

‘I’m just waiting for my opportunity to catch him out. Likewise he watches and waits 
for me to make a mistake. He’s done so ever since I had his brother stretched out for 
petty pilfering. But at last he’s got me. I can’t see any way out of  it. Tomorrow he’ll 
denounce me to Number One.’ 

‘You haven’t really been fiddling, have you?’ 
‘Of  course not. Would I be so stupid?’ 
Tabubu didn’t answer. 

*     *     * 
That night Nebanax lay awake, sweating in spite of  the cold. Twice Tabubu had rolled 

over, taking the linen coverlet with her. Three times his ivory headrest had tipped over, 
giving him a sharp jab in the neck. Unable to lie still any longer, he crept quietly out of  
bed, taking care not to disturb his snoring wife. 

Moonlight leaked down from the clerestory windows onto the parlour floor, glinting 
off  the jug of  beer. In the ghostly light it reminded him of  the four canopic urns he had 
placed with his own hands in his mother-in-law’s tomb. A funereal jug of  guts, come 
back to haunt him. Skirting it widely, he crossed the mat to his writing chest and 
rummaged in the shadows among his scrolls. He took out a tiny tract he had purchased 
on impulse in the market one day. On the outside it said ‘Effective Charm against a 
Nightmare’. Breaking the seal he unrolled it. 

Take a loaf of bread and a jug of beer.
Eat some of the bread and drink some of the beer.
Meanwhile recite the following spell:
‘Oh Mother Isis! Don’t let it happen to me!’

He uttered an obscenity and dropped the scroll into the brazier. A few ashes still 
glowed dimly at the bottom and a pungency, like incense, arose to his nostrils. For a 
moment his heart was lifted, but cynicism supervened. All these papyri were fit for was 
to burn on coals to make a nice smell, he considered. No doubt that was how they’d all 
end up. 
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He slid the bolts and opened the front door. The lower pivot grated as it turned in its 
socket. Normally he would have called Inni, whatever the time of  day or night, to put 
some tallow down to lubricate it. But now he simply shrugged. Someone else’s problem. 

He strolled out onto the moonlit porch between the two columns of  meru wood, 
painted and gilded to represent bundles of  papyrus reeds in bloom. Once long ago, he 
recalled, in the days of  Imhotep and Hardedef, great houses really did have bundles of  
reeds as columns. But wood was so much more durable. Expensive though it was, since 
it all had to be imported from Byblos, everyone had wooden pillars. His own were 
particularly fine, a prime feature of  this desirable residence. He wondered who would 
enjoy them in days to come. 

Around his pool the sycamores susurrated in the dark breeze. All else was stillness 
apart from the small ticking things of  the night. Frogs belched from the lotus pads on 
the black waters and the moon shimmered in reflection. 

He went to the pool’s edge and knelt down. Ever so slowly he lowered his lips to the 
water surface. It was a delicious thing to do in the heat of  the day, but now, in the chill 
of  night, it was the kiss of  the grave. 

‘I shall go down to my everlasting house…’ he quoted quietly. But would his body 
ever rest in the tomb he had so painstakingly prepared for himself ? In disgrace, nobody 
enjoys the hotep da-insi, the king’s pension in perpetuity. Like Osiris, his body would 
thrown in the Nile. Down he would go to chat up the fishes, as the song went, to say 
hello to the phagrus and the loach. 

And would Tabubu scour the seas, like Isis, looking for his body, to encase it in cedar 
wood and make it good for all eternity? Would she indeed! She was a good wife, as 
northern women go, but he had no illusions of  her loyalty to him in disgrace. 

There was one way out. If  he were to die tonight he would rob Sobexiri of  his victory. 
A dead man cannot be called upon to stand before the Thirty Councillors. The Ten 
Books could not be opened to accuse one who was lying prone in the House of  Beauty. 
His ka would be suffered to live on, bathed in the perpetual light of  sunrise, forever 
beholding the face of  Ria. 

The thought of  his ka struck him with sudden force. Wait a minute! He couldn’t 
possibly die tonight – his tomb wasn’t in a fit state to receive him yet. What was to be 
done? 

He made feverish plans. Tomorrow at the first hour he would cross the river to the 
western bank. Anpur would be there by the time he arrived, getting down to work on the 
decor. At least he’d better be, or he’d change his undertaker – yet again. Then he 
remembered that it was too late to do that. Anyway, once assured that everything was in 
order, or had a chance of  being so at the end of  the regulation seventy days’ embalming, 
he could come back, go to bed and breath out his bai in peace. 

For He That has Gone to the Other Side
Is as One who exults as a Living God
Dispensing punishment upon the evildoer.

Shuddering in the chill dark he turned to go back inside. Moving purposefully, now 
that he was set on a course of  action, he crept silently into the pantry. A quick check 
revealed enough powdered mandrake to fell an ox. Whatever did Tabubu need it all for? 
Never mind. Mixed with wine it would do the trick. 

For He That has Gone to the Other Side
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Is One Who stands in the Bark of the Sun,
Endowing the temples with the pick of the Land.

A little wine now wasn’t a bad idea. It would warm him up and he might sleep when 
he went back to bed. He didn’t trouble with libations to Thoth this time, nor did he 
fiddle about with flask and strainer. Instead he took a swig straight from the bottle, 
knowing that it would stir up the lees and make it undrinkable for days. What did that 
matter now? He inserted the pointed bottom of  the bottle back into its wicker stand, 
gingerly for fear of  waking somebody with its scratching sound. 

For He That has Gone to the Other Side
Is a Man of Sapience, whom none can gainsay,
Whose every word is a Prayer to God.

Selecting a loaf  in the form of  two upraised arms he bit off  the right hand. He always 
did that as a child. His mother would scold him as he was apt to waste the arms. 

‘Eat it all,’ she would say. ‘It’s good for your ka. ‘ 
Don’t we spend our entire lives doing what’s good for our ka? he thought. Wouldn’t it 

be lovely to be like a sand trotter and forget all about your ka. Pretend you hadn’t got 
one. Smear your body with resin and chew garlic. Huff  bad breath in people’s faces and 
shrivel their ka to cocoa pods. You could have a lot of  fun in life if  you didn’t have to 
bother about your ka – the oh-so-fragile ka – immortal, but not imperishable. 

He threw away the butt of  the tiny loaf  and searched around for some raisins. 
And yet… and yet you ought to worry. Life was so transient. Nothing of  yesterday’s 

pleasure ever remained to soften the pains of  today. It was all wasted, all those lotus 
flowers strewn about the dinner table. All those cones of  scented grease trickling down 
your cheeks as you watched the dancing girls twirl and prance. What remains? Silence 
and shadows, dust and decay. You might as well have never been born. 

Taking the lid of  a small basket he was pleased to discover a pile of  dates. If  he 
couldn’t have raisins, then he would eat dates. All of  them. Who cared about indigestion? 
It was something safely in the future. 

Yet once your body was reduced to a sticky black shell, swaddled and lacquered and 
laid in a box, something might remain. Something that might last for millions of  years, 
until Osiris comes again to revive the dying world and make it send forth green shoots. 
Provided the king’s endowment did not fail and your name stayed on the lips of  the 
living, provided your enemies left you alone, the poor didn’t raid your tomb, carry you 
off  and throw you out onto the uplands, Osiris might find something left of  you to 
make anew. It was for this slim hope of  eternal life in some symbolic world that you 
scraped and saved, spending more on your tomb than you did on your house, building in 
rock instead of  mud, with pillars of  stone instead of  timber. 

All these hopes were dashed by disgrace. A man’s eternal life could be ruined by the 
stroke of  a pen. The sheer pointlessness of  it all. He spat another date stone onto the 
floor. 

*     *     * 
He could see Sobexiri leering at him now. The pair of  them were sitting opposite each 

other, checking the papyrus dockets which registered the flow of  goods into and out of  
the storeroom. 

‘Two hundred loaves from yesterday. All distributed. Two hundred fresh loaves to be 
carried over to tomorrow.’ 
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‘Correct. But the bread’s not in question. It all adds up and we both agree. The word 
of  two against none – case dismissed. It’s the beer that’s the problem.’ 

‘Too right,’ said Sobexiri. ‘Well, let’s go down the list once more, this time very 
carefully.’ 

‘Very well. I’ll just read out the beer column. Amount of  revenue of  the Lord (Life, 
Wealth, Health!), Year 3, Month 2 of  the Inundation, last day: 135 jugs of  beer.’ 

‘Correct.’ 
‘Income as King’s Portion from the Temple of  Ammon: 10 jugs.’ 
‘Correct.’ 
‘Now for the expenditure. To the Palace, against the signature of  Butler of  the Harim: 

45 jugs.’ 
‘Correct.’ 
‘Storehouse ration to the Nurses’ Quarters: 61 jugs.’ 
‘Correct.’ 
‘Storehouse ration to the Commoners of  the Household: 38 jugs.’ 
‘Correct.’ 
‘You tot all that up and the balance is: one jug of  beer. That’s what it would have 

come to when I was at school. Don’t you agree with that?’ 
‘But I see two jugs of  beer, not one.’ 
‘Yes, but admit it. The figures say one jug.’ 
‘I’m not admitting anything. You’re the Scribe of  Accounts, Nebanax. I’m only the 

checker. It’s up to you to put things right.’ 
Nebanax had opened his mouth to protest, but Sobexiri had him cold. To ask to 

compare figures was to invite collusion, in front of  witnesses too. The porters were still 
sitting there, watching the two scribes with fascination. Nebanax had tried to send them 
away but Sobexiri bade them stay, since there might be questions to answer. They needed 
no prompting, for they were itching to see the outcome of  this altercation. They had 
never known anything like it. Usually the discrepancy was the other way, in which case 
they would have been only too glad to push off. 

‘Look, it’s not as if  there’s anything missing. We’ve had that situation before. We 
simply have the porters stretched out until one of  them owns up to having pilfered it. 
But instead there’s a jug over. Surely we can resolve that with the greatest of  ease?’ 

‘How do you propose to do that?’ said Sobexiri cunningly. 
The instant he’d spoken, Nebanax knew he had said the wrong thing. The porters 

were wriggling with delight. They had sat there like wise monkeys with their hands over 
their mouths, nominally out of  respect for their superiors, but really to hide the grins on 
their silly faces. 

‘Look, let’s not make a pyramid out of  a mud pile,’ Nebanax had said. He winced to 
remember how badly he had underestimated the gravity of  the situation even then. ‘Let’s 
both get up and take a stroll in the palace gardens. If  we both pray hard to the Lord of  
Kumunu I wouldn’t be surprised if  the problem didn’t sort itself  out by the time we got 
back.’ 

He had glanced at the two porters as he said this, expecting to see a hint of  approval 
in their faces. But their eyes were veiled. If  they had known in good time how things 
were, they’d have had no difficulty in furnishing the solution themselves. But, as it 
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happened, this was better by far – to sit and listen to these two learned scribes 
squabbling over a seemingly intractable problem. 

Sobexiri shook his head slowly. ‘Scribe Nebanax, I’m ashamed of  you. Have you no 
fear of  the Council? Would you not tremble to think that this might come to the ears of  
our gracious Lord? – Life, Wealth and Health be unto Him!’ 

‘But it’s only a spare jug of  beer!’ 
‘So you say. You’ll be telling me next it’s only an arithmetical error. But that’s the 

whole reason you’re sitting here and not plying an oar on the river – to get the figures 
right. If  word came to Number One about this, would he dismiss it as no more than a 
tiny cone of  dressed alabaster, sticking out of  the desert sands? Might he not wonder 
what would be revealed if  the sands were cleared away?’ 

Nebanax had swallowed painfully. Whatever he did, he must not let the porters see his 
discomfiture. ‘What do you suggest we do about it?’ he had asked, as innocently as he 
could. 

‘What do I suggest? Is this the wise Nebanax speaking – at whose behest people have 
been disgraced and beaten for similar discrepancies? I would not dare to suggest a thing. 
It is for you to get yourself  out of  the hole you’re in.’ 

‘In days to come, I shall recall your refusal to cooperate.’ 
Sobexiri had leaned forward, the flame of  spite in his eyes. ‘I’d rather have it so, than 

be accused along with you of  pilfering one single jug of  Pharaoh’s beer. If  the figures 
are wrong, you do not deserve your position. If  the figures are right, then someone has 
not got their ration. It’s no good asking them. They’ll all swear on their heads they’re 
short. But tomorrow – mark my words – someone will be back, full of  accusations. They 
will not believe that the learned Nebanax was unaware that he had misdirected their jug 
of  beer. He, at whose slightest word the stars themselves stoop to listen.’ Sobexiri had 
stood up. ‘Well, I’m off  to make my report.’  

Nebanax didn’t doubt that he was off  to make mischief. What would he try to do? If  
Sobexiri’s statement of  accounts showed a balance of  two jugs, then woe betide 
Nebanax if  two jugs did not go back into store. If, like his own, Sobexiri’s balance 
showed one jug, then it would be fatal to send two jugs back into store, because one of  
them would never get there and nobody would ever say where it went. The jug doubtless 
belonged to somebody, who might well complain. Anyway, if  Sobexiri wanted to, he 
would denounce Nebanax for deliberately losing an allegedly surplus jug, and there’d be 
witnesses to that, too. 

His mind had been in a whirl. What should he do? He gave orders for one jug to be 
taken back to the storehouse. Then he commanded one of  the porters to carry the spare 
jug home with him. That way he could keep an eye on it until its fate was determined. 

It was only on the way home that he had realised that, whatever he did, he was 
trapped. Now he had given Sobexiri the opportunity to accuse him of  having 
misappropriated it for his own use. Once more the porters were witnesses to that. 

*     *     * 
At first light he was grateful to get out of  bed. Still he had not slept – no more than a 

fitful dream, perhaps. It might have told him something, but he couldn’t remember what 
it was all about. Wandering around the house with a sickly feeling in the pit of  his 
stomach he almost fell over his son Pepi, crouching in a doorway. 
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‘I’m watching these ants fighting’, the boy explained. 
Normally he’d have asked who was winning, our side or theirs, but today he was 

overwhelmed by the thought that he was looking upon his only son for the last time. 
Placing his hands upon the boy’s head, shaven except for a single plait at the side, he 
said: 

‘Pepi, my Son. My Avenger. Will you promise me something?’ 
‘What?’ said the boy, wondering if  this was the prelude to some ingenious telling-off. 
‘Will you come and pour water for me when I go down into the west?’ 
‘When? Today?’ 
‘In seventy days’ time.’ 
This was too much for Pepi to take in. Unable to say so in words, he gazed 

appealingly at his father to explain himself. 
‘I’m afraid our Lord’s grace is running out for us, Pepi. I’m sure you’d prefer to have a 

dead man of  honour as your father than one alive, but disgraced. But whatever happens, 
remember how fond I was of  you. Remember what good times we had together, picking 
cornflowers in our fields. Hunting ducks in the marshes.’ 

A little frown creased the bridge of  Pepi’s snub nose. Still he said nothing. Nebanax 
drew his head forward and kissed his forehead. 

‘Never mind, Pepi. Now run along and find Miriammon for me. Tell her I have an 
important errand for her.’ 

Pepi got to his feet and sped off. As he ran he thought, ‘A disgraced father. His ka all 
in pieces. Whatever will they say at school? I shall die for shame.’ 

‘Hey, Miriammon! My father wants to talk to you. It’s really important so you’d better 
hurry. Stop combing your hair.’ 

Miriammon laid aside the mirror and reluctantly rose to her feet. Pepi wandered back 
moodily to see how the ants were getting on. Dad was right. He’d be better off  with Dad 
dead, than disgraced. For one thing they’d all be sorry for him at school instead of  
scornful. For another there’d be a smashing party to look forward to in seventy days’ 
time, like they had for grandma. 

Nebanax sat down at his desk like an old man. He slid back the lid of  the writing case 
and selected an unused calamus. Deftly slicing the end at an angle, he nibbled the tip 
delicately. Before he moistened the ink block he dipped the calamus into water and 
flicked out a few drops onto the floor as a libation to Imhotep, greatest of  scribes. Then 
he set to work on the most important letter of  his life. 

Presently Miriammon came and stood before him, his favourite dancing girl. He 
turned and gazed longingly at her, transfixed by the delicate beauty of  her downcast 
eyes, but proudly elevated nose. Giving her the letter, he told her to make haste and take 
it in person to the house of  Ptamasis. 

Her eyes widened. ‘Pharaoh’s Ringbearer – the Zati of  the North?’ 
‘The very same.’ 
He let his tears trickle down his cheek as she left the house, for he knew he would not 

see her again. In the letter to the Zati he had stated the facts of  the matter, explained 
that he could not see how to evade disgrace. He begged that the dancing girl be 
permitted to find sanctuary in Ptamasis’ house and pleaded with the Zati to seek ways to 
punish the wickedness of  Sobexiri. 
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As the supreme Judge and Inspector General of  the Northern Kingdom, reporting 
only to the King Himself, the Zati could not be seen to be taking bribes. However 
Nebanax knew that he would be pleased with the gift of  the girl. It was not as if  he were 
asking for justice to be perverted. Indeed he was not asking for justice at all, for 
Pharaoh’s favour is not a matter of  justice. It’s a state of  grace. 

Then he bade farewell to his wife. ‘If  they send for me,’ he said, ‘tell them that I am 
paying a visit to my tomb to see how the work is progressing. Say that I will come 
tomorrow.’ 

‘If  Pharaoh sends for you, surely you’ll have to go straight away?’ 
‘Not if  they can’t find me.’ 
He took her two hands in his. ‘Whatever happens, my love, remember this. I would 

rather die than be disgraced. So do not think that today you stare destitution in the face. 
Console yourself  with the knowledge that you face, at worst, an honourable 
widowhood.’ 

With that he climbed into his sedan chair and the chair-men bore him off, singing 
their tired old song, 

Better for us 
For it to be full 
Than empty… 
‘Tabubu, my girl,’ she said to herself, ‘it’s your misfortune to be married to a failure. 

He’s a loving husband maybe, but a dead loss as an official of  the Royal Household. Is 
there time for me to go to the magistrate and get a divorce for the sake of  the children? 
Otherwise, when Pharaoh sends to undo him, he’ll drag us all down with him.’ 

She went into her boudoir and took up her bronze mirror with its ivory horns of  
Hathor inlaid with gold. How she wished she had been a little less stick-in-the-mud. 
Many another wife had a score of  admirers to choose from if  her husband let her down. 
Nudging fifty, her looks were still not too bad. Lay the kohl on a bit thicker, widen the 
eyes back across her temples, a bit more eyeshadow and she’d still be capable of  turning 
a head or two. Perhaps she ought to hurry down to the market to see what she could 
manage in the time remaining to her. 

She was still contemplating her features in the mirror when the anxious maid 
announced visitors. In the parlour stood two courtiers in white, each holding a jackal-
headed cane. 

‘I’m afraid you’ve only just missed him…’ 
‘So it seems, my lady.’ The courtier beckoned a burly attendant from the doorway and 

tapped the jug of  beer with his stick. 
‘Tell him we shall call for him at dawn tomorrow. Meanwhile we’ll just take this with 

us, I think.’ 
*     *     * 

Nebanax took the ferry to the western bank and strode along the path to the terraces 
cut in the cliff  face. He normally spent a few moment outside his father’s tomb, just long 
enough to check the seals and to pour some water on the ground from the small spouted 
pot he carried for the purpose, but today he went straight to the entrance of  his own 
tomb. 
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Anpur was there as he had hoped, blocking in the bold figures outlined in red upon 
the rendered walls. He glanced over his shoulder and turned his head smartly away as if  
the sight of  Nebanax pained him. 

‘Well, my good Anpur, how goes it?’ 
‘Fine, fine.’ The graphics designer did not bother to look round again. 
‘How near completion is it?’ 
‘What’s the panic? You’re a young man.’ 
Nebanax was hard put to explain his anxiety. Whatever he said, he’d better not tell the 

truth. 
‘To tell the truth, I’ve had a bit of  a scare recently. Good friend of  mine, you know. 

Younger than I am…’ 
‘What are you trying to tell me, Nebanax? That you’re not happy with my progress?’ 
‘N-no… I – er – I think you’re doing a marvellous job. Keep at it.’ 
‘That’s what I am doing. There’s been quite a bit of  work undoing the shambles the 

previous contractor left this tomb in. Rotten sand trotter, that he was. You didn’t employ 
me just to get a bit of  paint slapped on the walls, I imagine?’ 

‘No, my good Anpur, of  course not…’ 
‘Then, my good Nebanax, have a bit of  patience. If  you were to die today there’s 

nothing in this tomb that could not be completed well within the prescribed seventy 
days.’ 

As far as Anpur was concerned, that concluded the inspection. But Nebanax still 
hung on, wrestling with something he couldn’t express. 

‘If  I were to die tomorrow, I – I’d be distinctly worried, I’m sorry to say.’ 
Anpur looked round balefully. 
‘I mean – Tabubu’s a perfect dear, but I wouldn’t trust her to arrange a burial without 

being perfectly clear in my own mind how it all goes together. You should have seen the 
mess she made of  her own mother’s funeral…’ 

‘I did see the mess you both made of  her mother’s funeral. It won’t happen on this 
occasion, not if  I’m in charge. I’ve written the whole thing out on a piece of  pot which I 
shall leave in the House of  Beauty for reference when the time comes. So… have a nice 
day, Scribe Nebanax.’ 

‘And you,’ muttered Nebanax and turned to go. Everything was in order. He had 
nothing to complain about and no reason to pester Anpur and prevent him from getting 
on with his work. What he really craved was reassurance. Whatever the reality, he needed 
to hear soft words, to be smoothed down like a nervous cat. He wished people would 
show a little sympathy for a fellow’s feelings. 

Anpur turned surreptitiously to watch him go until he was out of  sight. So that was 
what was biting him. Impending disgrace. ‘If  I were to die tomorrow…’ He’d heard it all 
before. Invariably it meant: stop work and forget about payment. ‘Death lies before me 
today…’ – and how does the poem start? – ‘How my name stinks!’ 

He stirred up a great blob of  red ochre on his palette and loaded it onto his reed 
brush. Taking careful aim at the image of  Nebanax saluting hawkfaced Ria Haraxti, he 
dashed the blob straight into his patron’s eye. 

As Nebanax stode out of  the tomb he stopped dead in his tracks. A pang of  dismay 
shot through him. There in front of  him were two courtiers, leaning on their staffs of  
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office. Behind them stood four burly myrmidons in the dreaded uniform of  the Temple 
of  Ma’at. 

‘Scribe Nebanax, please come with us. The Zati requires your attendance without 
further delay.’ 

*     *     * 
Trembling violently, Nebanax was brought into the presence of  the Zati of  the 

North. He stood before the Judgement Seat, flanked by the two courtiers. Fifty priests 
of  Ma’at, the enforcers of  justice throughout the Two Lands of  Kemmis, stood to 
attention on either side. In their hands they held staves for the immediate execution of  
the Zati’s sentence. Sobexiri stood there also, his face beaming with eagerness. 

Nebanax and the Zati had been at school together, although he had not seen Ptamasis 
for years, except from a distance at official functions. He was much more portly than he 
remembered him, looking exceedingly imposing in his starched white apron of  office 
and his priestly shaven head, oiled against sunburn (although he never went anywhere 
unless carried beneath a canopy). 

‘Ah, Nebanax. At last we’ve found you. I was just about to adjourn the court until 
tomorrow. But perhaps we can get this little business over and done with, eh?’ 

Instinctively Nebanax grasped his right shoulder with his left hand, in a gesture of  
distress. 

‘Yes, your Excellency. I – hope so.’ 
‘I’ve been charged by his Majesty the King (Life, Wealth and Health be unto Him!) to 

investigate this little matter of  the accounts. Scribe Sobexiri, whom you know, has taken 
it upon himself  to question your competence and – I hesitate to say it – your integrity, in 
dealing with the balance of  the household rations, namely two jugs of  beer.’ 

Nebanax began to feel his knees turning to jelly and his heart pounding in a hollow 
chest. Sweat dripped down his back. Whyever hadn’t he hanged himself  in the tomb 
whilst he had the opportunity? 

‘A small matter you might think,’ went on the Zati, ‘but one which has taken up a lot 
of  my time today. Bring on the evidence.’ 

A porter came forward and placed the jug of  beer at the feet of  the Zati. 
‘Now, Nebanax, would you care to identify this vessel as the one which my officers 

seized from your house this morning?’ 
‘Yes – yes, your Excellency. That is the one.’ Nebanax’s mouth was so dry he could 

barely speak in a whisper. 
‘Why did you take it home?’ 
‘For – safekeeping, your Excellency. I feared… I feared…’ 
‘That if  you left it behind, it might disappear? Very commendable of  you. There are a 

lot of  shady characters around nowadays, regrettably even in the Royal Household.’ 
The Zati took up a scroll. ‘You needn’t have bothered, as it happens. I’ve been 

studying the copy of  yesterday’s accounts which Sobexiri has yielded up to me and 
which I’ve had occasion to correct. Would you care to cast your eye over the figures and 
say whether you’d agree with them now?’ 

The scroll was brought to Nebanax and held before his face. The hieratic script swam 
about before his eyes, ones and tens tumbled over each other. The letters stood out: 
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‘Life, Wealth, Health!’. Everything else seemed to fade from view. Then the bottom line 
came into focus. Balance: two jugs of  beer. 

‘I have to say,’ nodded the Zati, ‘that I cannot see anything wrong with these figures. 
The two jugs of  beer are now accounted for – one was checked into the store yesterday 
and the other is here. The complaint against you is dismissed.’ 

Greyness rose like a flooding Nile before his eyes, overwhelming the Zati, the Court 
and the face of  Sobexiri, wide with amazement. A moment later Nebanax found himself  
supported under the armpits by the two courtiers, who were lowering him gently onto a 
stool. Vaguely he heard the voice of  the Zati pronouncing sentence – a hundred lashes 
and five gashes – for diminishing the ka of  a respected official of  the Royal Household. 
Just as vaguely he heard the voice of  Sobexiri crying out for mercy as two score and ten 
staves held in the hands of  the god-servants of  Ma’at cracked down upon his back. The 
Zati had descended from the Judgement Seat and was actually helping Nebanax to his 
feet. 

Putting his arm round his shoulders, Ptamasis accompanied Nebanax out of  the 
double door and into the open air. He was saying ‘Nobody ever got stretched out for a 
simple clerical error. You should have known that. Particularly as the error was in 
Pharaoh’s favour.’ 

‘Yes… yes, your Excellency. Thank you…’ 
‘Don’t thank me. I’m only pursuing my calling under the rule of  our Lord. Oh, by the 

way, Miriammon sends her love and says she’d be delighted to stay. I must say I do 
admire your taste in dancing girls.’ 

With that he gave Nebanax a hefty slap on the shoulders. Guffawing fit to burst, he 
mounted his sedan chair and was borne away. The jug of  beer was carried out in his 
train. 

*     *     * 
Back home the wife of  Nebanax met him at the porch. She hadn’t gone down to the 

marketplace after all. She was wearing her grey widow’s weeds. Her face was devoid of  
make-up and her hair, normally braided, beaded and henna-ed to perfection, was dusty 
and dishevelled. In place of  green eye-shadow there was grime. In place of  kohl there 
were tears. She hadn’t looked so awful since her mother had died. 

Tenderly Nebanax kissed her forehead and she sobbed against his breast. 
‘It’s all right, Bubi,’ he whispered. ‘It’s All Right!’ 
Together they slowly unrolled the scroll of  accounts. Suddenly Nebanax’s eyes started 

forth from their sockets and his jaw sagged open. 
‘What’s this? The old fool Ptamasis has gone and got it wrong!’ 
His wits had returned by now. In the peace and security of  his own front porch he 

skilfully totted up the figures again and again. Each time he got the same answer. The 
balance of  the beer column should quite definitely have been one jug, not two. But 
someone had added a second stroke in the bottom line beside the first, turning the figure 
one into two. 

‘The old fraud!’ he exploded. ‘I suppose you think you can get away with that sort of  
thing if  you’re the Zati.’ 
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Turning to his wife he added ruefully, ‘And I suppose he thinks that a first-class 
dancing girl is a perfectly reasonable consultancy fee for solving my little difficulty at a 
single stroke!’ 

Tears started in his eyes, for the second time that day. ‘Not to mention the spare jug 
of  beer!’ 

_______________________________ 

SUE
What I first thought, while reading this, was how much I miss being read aloud to. Ian, you are good at 

reading aloud, and I now “hear” this narrative in your voice.  The world needs good storytellers – and I mean 
TELLERS, as well as writers. 

I am pleased to hear the story of  Nebanax, Sobexiri and the jug of  beer brought to a satisfying resolution. It’s 
an excellent piece of  worldbuilding, a fascinating view into a society and mindset very different from anything 
I’m familiar with – and utterly consistent and flawlessly logical within its premises. And I enjoy the story’s 
gentleness. 

VERONICA
Very absorbing. The detail helps build the historical ambience and it enabled me to participate in the keen 

moral dilemma of  the unfortunate accountant. A story of  honour, shame and fear - so different from the climate 
in today’s big business and, dare I say it, institutional fraud!  Does “No. 1” sound rather futuristic, I wonder? 

LESLEY
An interesting story; sometimes harsh, sometimes there is dry humour. However I did think it over-long for a 

short story. It is tempting to include a lot of  detail if  you have done background research, which obviously you 
have done (research into the time and place in which the story is set). 

As you are a well-experienced and published author you will know (or expect) what kind of  reader you intend 
to reach so (hopefully) my criticism will be of  help and you could reach a larger readership. 
Would you intend to include it in a collection of  stories? Or as a stand-alone publication? 

I like the conclusion about the ‘beer too many’. Typical politics with the Zati using the situation to his own 
advantage.  

ADELE
The anxiety kept building in this story following on from the first reading given the last time we met.  I was 

struggling to understand why it would be better to die than have one beer missing. Was the penalty really going 
to be that bad? perhaps the message needs strengthening in the first section as to why being disgraced is a fate 
worse than death, because I started to think he was massively over-reacting and either a bit of  an attention seeker 
or mentally unstable. The build up of  tension was good but that left me a little disappointed that it could be so 
easily cleared with a nod, wink and say no more of  the sexual bargaining of  a pretty female slave.  You made a 
decent story out of  it all though. Entertaining Ian, thank you.

IAN
I seem to be violating WWG guidelines here, which calls for work-in-progress. If  it’s already published, surely 

it’s not alterable, so what is the point of  criticism? Am I really inviting criticism or do I just want admiration?  
In reality there’s serious work to be done here, for which I’m hoping for guidance from the Group. 
I tried to explain my motives when I read out the first half  of  the story in our last face-to-face meeting. But I 

can’t remember what I said and I doubt if  anyone else can. Yes, Lesley, at 6,000 words it’s too long. But – less 
easily remedied – it’s “too-” a lot of  things. 

It was published by my son Max in Volchin and Other Stories against my advice, because I deem it a failed 
experiment. I wrote it as a test-piece for a novel I was planning, set in 18th Dynasty Egypt: King for a Day, and I 
need to be sure where it fails and where it succeeds. Not to salvage it, but for a plan of  campaign when I come 
to write the novel. Or rather come to write it again, because I’ve made several false starts over the past 40 years. 
So what you see here is not a living, growing piece of  creative writing, but an interesting corpse. Which is why 
I’m less concerned to remedy its defects than to learn what I can from the wreckage as it’s preserved in Volchin. 

I guess I’m going to write an essay on what I’m hoping to achieve. It will contain a critique of  all the 
historical fiction I’ve ever read set in dynastic Egypt, and why it all fails hopelessly for me, with the possible 
exception of  H Rider Haggard’s Tua Neter – and its better-known sequel: She. 

Oh, and let’s not forget the story of  Joseph in the Book of  Genesis.
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